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On January 18, the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, chaired by Senator John
Barrasso (R-WY), held a nomination hearing to consider Attorney General Scott Pruitt (R-OK) to be the new
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Administrator.  Acknowledging Pruitt’s past experiences in the
Oklahoma State Senate and as the Attorney General, Barrasso said, “He understands the need to protect the
environment while allowing the nation’s economy to grow.  The agency needs a leader who will follow the laws
created by this committee.” 

Barrasso added that the EPA spent the past eight years creating “legally questionable new regulations
which have undermined the American people’s faith in the agency.  These regulations have done great
damage to the livelihood of our nation’s hardest working citizens.  The regulatory zeal of the past eight years
has violated a fundamental principle of environmental stewardship, which is do no harm.  This failed
environmental leadership has contributed to two of the worst government-created environmental disasters
in decades, the Gold King Mine spill and the Flint, Michigan water crisis….  Any new administrator of the EPA
needs to protect the environment in a responsible way that doesn’t ignore the good work that states do to
protect their air, land, and water, as well as their economies.”  He included for the record a letter from J.D.
Strong, Director of the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation and former Executive Director of the
Oklahoma Water Resources Board and WSWC Member, indicating that Pruitt.... “has been instrumental in
many of our successes and has never asked me to compromise regulatory efforts to benefit industry…  He
has been a strong ally in defending our ability to continue the progress we made in protecting Oklahoma’s
environment.”

Senator Tom Carper (D-DE), Ranking Minority Member, emphasized the continuing need for EPA. 
“We are to serve as stewards of this planet.  I believe we have a moral obligation to do so. A great many of
my colleagues in the Senate agree, and so do most Americans….  EPA is required to use science to protect
our environment and our public health.  By and large the EPA has done this successfully for decades while
our economy has continued to grow.  Many in this room may not remember a time before the EPA.  A time
when states had to work individually to protect citizens in the community in which they lived.  A time before
the Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act were signed into law.  A time when businesses operating throughout
the U.S. were faced with the myriad of state and local laws affecting our health and environment….  We have
the luxury of largely forgetting the circumstances thanks to the efforts of the EPA, its employees, its
partnership with state and local agencies and with companies across America.  In fact, EPA and its many
partners have been so successful that it’s easy for some of us to forget why this agency is so critical.  For
some it’s also reason to presume that there is not much more for the agency to do, and that could not be
further from the truth.  The environmental threats we face today are real and they don’t respect state
boundaries. As we consider the nominee to run our nation’s foremost agency, it’s worth reminding everyone
here why the mission of the EPA is so critical and just what is at stake.”  He added that “too often when state
and local communities are pinched for cash they try to save money by short changing clean air and clean
water protections.  They’re often ignored, corners are cut, solutions are adopted and they save dollars now
but inflict costly and unnecessary damage later.”

During his introduction of Pruitt, Senator James Inhofe (R-OK) noted: “Through the course of his
career, he has no doubt been a champion of state and individual rights and has fought against federal
overreach.  He has earned a reputation as a defender of the rule of law and has worked to keep the role of
the federal government in check.  As head of the EPA, he would ensure that the agency fulfills the role by the
laws passed by Congress – nothing more, nothing less.”  Inhofe added that, “Over the last eight years, the
Obama administration has advanced a radical and environmental agenda and exhibited a deep distrust of
state government and private landowners, and has worked to obstruct the fossil fuel industry and agricultural
producers.  These are industries and interests that Oklahoma relies on, and far from being an enemy of the
environment, Scott has proven himself to be an expert at balancing economic growth with environmental
stewardship.  It’s my belief that Attorney General Pruitt will return EPA to its proper role…acting within the
rules prescribed by Congress.”

Senator James Lankford (R-OK) called Pruitt a statesman, dedicated public servant, a defender of
the rule of law, and a friend.  “As Administrator of the EPA, I would fully expect Scott to lead the agency and
follow every environmental law and partner with states, local authorities and tribes to do what’s best for our
present and future.  He stood shoulder to shoulder with more than half the states to make sure the federal
government operates within the constitution and the bounds of the law.”  Lankford noted the Chevron
deference afforded to agencies such as EPA, and added that Pruitt respects “the importance of our federalist



foundations and the pocketbooks of our working families.” In previous testimony, he has emphasized the
importance of laws like the Clean Air Act, stressing the intention [of Congress] for states and EPA to work
together under a model of cooperative federalism that protects the environment while considering economic
costs.  Lankford concluded, “I’ve seen him struggle with hard decisions that affect our State’s future.  I have
seen him listen to people to try to learn all sides of an issue, and I have seen him take difficult stands on
matters of law. I think he would be an excellent Administrator for the EPA.”

Pruitt said: “If confirmed, I would lead the EPA with the following principles in mind.  [W]e must reject
the false paradigm that if you are pro-energy you’re anti-environment…. A regulator should not be for or
against any sector of our economy.  Instead, a regulator ought to follow the law in setting up the rules, plan,
allocate resources to meet the standards versus operating in a state of uncertainty and duress…. [F]ederalism
matters…because congress says so, and because we need to achieve good outcomes as a nation for air and
water quality.  We need a partnership of the states to achieve that….  Our state regulators possess the
resources and expertise to enforce our environmental laws. Public participation is key.  We need all your
voices as we make decisions on behalf of our country with respect to environmental laws.  Two final things
personally.  I seem to be a good listener, to listen and to lead.  You can’t do one without the other.  Listen to
those career staff at the EPA – as I’ve done as attorney general of Oklahoma – and listen to you in
Congress…[and] listen to the voice of all Americans as we seek to carry out our duties under the law….  We
deal with weighty issues and there’s passion of both sides of issues.  We should not succumb to personalizing
matters.  We should encourage open and civil discourse.  Let me say to you, science tells us the climate is
changing….  The ability to measure with precision the degree and extent of [the impact of human activity] and
what to do about it are subject to continuing debate and dialogue, as well they should be.” 

When Barrasso asked Pruitt about his environmental philosophy and what he would do to protect the
environment, Pruitt said that one of the challenges for individuals across the country was the inability to predict
or know what their obligations are under the environmental laws.  He emphasized public participation,
cooperative federalism, and restoring confidence and certainty for those who are regulated.

Senator Tom Carper (D-DE) mentioned President Trump’s statements during the campaign and
following the election, that he would get rid of EPA and that the environment would be fine. Carper expressed
his concerns that the environment would not be fine.  Pruitt responded that EPA has a very important and
valuable role in partnering with states to protect air quality and improve the nation's waters, issues that cross
state lines.

In response to Inhofe’s question about resolving a 100-year water rights dispute between Oklahoma,
the Chickasaw and Choctaw Nations, and Oklahoma City, Pruitt emphasized that the negotiations were a
partnership, with everyone in the same room.  “It was the way things ought to work when litigation occurs,
sitting across the table from individuals who are working together to try to solve the problem.  We were able
to achieve that in record time, and I’m very proud of what we did, as a State and the Chickasaw and Choctaw
Nations together.”  Inhofe also read praise from various groups for Pruitt’s commitment to clean water, and
asked why Pruitt was such a hero of the scenic river people.  Pruitt discussed concerns between Oklahoma
and Arkansas over river phosphorus levels following the expiration of a Memorandum of Understanding, and
how he reached out to Arkansas’ Attorney General to negotiate an agreement for a scientifically-based
phosphorus level that was achievable and reasonable.

Senator Shelley Capito (R-WV) requested Pruitt’s commitment to implement the provisions of the
Toxic Substances Control Act, which includes a requirement to review potentially hazardous chemicals stored
in close proximity to drinking water.  Pruitt responded, “Absolutely. I would commend the work of this
Committee with Senate and House leadership in passing that update to the legislation,” calling it a substantive
change for EPA to be able to order that chemical testing. Capito emphasized this as another reason why EPA
has value and should not be eliminated.

Senator Ben Cardin (D-MD) talked about the Chesapeake Bay program for the largest estuary in the
northern hemisphere, and the efforts of six states, local governments, and other stakeholders to determine
how best to reach pollution targets and set Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs).  The plan requires federal
involvement, and Cardin requested Pruitt’s support in enforcing the TMDLs if necessary, especially given his
involvement as Attorney General in the litigation challenging the TMDL program.  Pruitt commended the efforts
of the six states to set levels for point source and nonpoint source discharges into the Chesapeake Bay. 
“[T]hat process represents what should occur for states to join together to reach an agreement to address
water quality issues, and involve the EPA to serve the [informational] role it is supposed to serve. That is
something that should be commended and celebrated.”  Cardin also inquired about Pruitt’s support for EPA’s



grantmaking programs, including the State Revolving Funds, and Pruitt agreed that these partnerships and
grants are very important, and committed to support those programs.

Senator Deb Fischer (R-NE) raised concerns over EPA’s ability to impact Nebraskans as they struggle
to comply with regulatory mandates over such things as carbon emissions, drinking water, and jurisdictional
expansion over water resources.  She said families are concerned about the future of their livelihood as a
result of EPA’s activist role the past eight years.  “We all want clean air and we all want clean water.  That is
one point that each and every person here agrees on.  But with the EPA’s tremendous impact on Americans
lives, each and every day, it is important that the agency be open, transparent, and answerable for its actions.” 
She asked what Pruitt would do as EPA Administrator to provide relief for concerned American families.  He
responded by addressing the importance of open, transparent rulemaking and concerns about hidden
regulation by groups that initiate litigation against EPA.  “[T]here’s a reason why the Administrative Procedures
Act exists. It is intended to provide notice to those that are going to be impacted with the rules, to give them
an opportunity to offer [comments] to inform the regulators on the impact of those rules.  It’s the obligation of
the regulators to take those things into consideration and finalize rules.  Otherwise they act in an arbitrary and
capricious way.  It’s important that process [gives a] voice to all Americans. In balancing the environmental
objectives we [also have to consider] the economic harm that result. The Supreme Court has spoken about
that consistently of late, and I would seek to lead the EPA in such a way to ensure that openness and
transparency.”  Fischer raised a previous conversation with Pruitt “about our shared vision for the EPA, to
bring common sense and accountability back to that agency.  I think that's going to go a long way in restoring
confidence in the agency by the American people.”

Senator Jerry Moran (R-KS) emphasized the role states play in clean water.  He noted that, despite
the court injunction on the enforcement of Waters of the United States (WOTUS) rule, he understands that
regional inspectors in EPA Region 7, which covers Kansas, have  increased their inspections of smaller
animal feeding operations.  Unlike many states, Kansas has delegated authority under the CWA and a
well-established state permit system for small facilities.  Rather than coordinating with Kansas, EPA is
engaged in its own inspections and enforcement, conflicting with state permits in the process, and asserting
jurisdiction over features like grass waterways and culverts under country roads that are unconnected to the
feeding operations and are not situated in or near any body of water.  Pruitt noted the complexity of
determining how to clearly define what are waters of the U.S. given the discretion of the EPA and the series
of cases that have led us to where we are today.  “The best thing the EPA can do going forward is to establish
that clearly so states and individuals know what’s expected of them in compliance.”  Moran added that EPA
is disallowing a city’s choice to provide free bottled water to its citizens-a community-based decision-due to
high nitrate levels in the city water system, and is requiring the city to spent $2.4M and raise the rates of
residents by $80 a month to put in a new water treatment plant.  Pruitt noted the value of listening and learning
from the local communities, and collaborating between federal, state, and local communities to set national
standards and come up with neighborhood solutions.

Senator Joni Ernst (R-IA) touched on her constituents’ frustrations and distrust of the EPA, expressed
in town halls across Iowa, where 97% of the state would be under expanded EPA jurisdiction under the
WOTUS rule.  “If we take a look specifically at the WOTUS rule, Iowans truly feel that the EPA ignored their
comments and concerns, threw them under the rug, and then just moved forward.  We know that the EPA
relied on gimmicky mass emails and social media events to prop up their message, and then they used those
tactics to insinuate that anyone who had reasonable concerns about the WOTUS rule are somehow in favor
of dirty water, which is absolutely ridiculous.”  Pruitt responded that “Federalism is at the heart of many
environmental statutes that have been passed by this body and the reason for that is it’s the states that have
the resources, the expertise and understanding what the unique challenges are for the environment in
improving our water and that it’s not that they don’t care about it.”  He said we need a partnership between
EPA and the states as opposed to punishment and uncertainty.

Senator John Boseman (R-AR) asked Pruitt how he planned to change the EPA-State dynamic
toward cooperative federalism.  Pruitt stated that, first, the authority delegated to the states under the clean
air implementation plans needs to be respected.  Second, that EPA needs to provide more assistance to the
states and be proactive in working as partners rather than as adversaries.  “I think restoring that confidence,
restoring that relationship and seeking to do so is very important in carrying out this partnership that we know
exists under the various environmental statutes.”  Boseman followed up by noting that under the Obama
Administration, rules were developed based on political ideology, and the states, private sector, and even
Congress had trouble getting EPA to provide the scientific basis for the development of the rules.  He asked
whether EPA would be more transparent and ensure that decisions are based on science and the rule of law,
and also responsive to requests from Congress in a timely fashion.  Pruitt responded that listening to



Congress and the voice of all Americans, responding to their concerns, being transparent, objective, and
committed to the process is very important to restoring the confidence of the American people.

Senator Dan Sullivan (R-AK) expressed frustration with the way EPA has felt empowered to regulate
every nook and cranny, with little respect for the rule of law.  “I want to emphasize we all want clean air and
clean water.  My state of Alaska has some of the cleanest water and air and  pristine environment in the world. 
Your emphasis on the ability to do both, to grow an economy and develop resources and protect the
environment is very important, and I appreciate that focus.  I believe the EPA needs a serious course
correction.  As Senator Ernst talked about, there is a lot of anger and fear of this agency throughout many
parts of the country.  I believe you are the right person to provide that course correction…regaining the trust
of the American people that I think has been lost…because of the overreach and lack of focusing on the law.” 
Sullivan asked Pruitt to explain cooperative federalism in more detail, and Pruitt responded by explaining that
many statutes passed by Congress contain explicit language on cooperative federalism and consideration for
the role of the states.  “States are not mere vessels of federal will.  They don’t exist to carry out federal
dictation.  There are requirements and obligations in authority, jurisdiction granted to the state under the
statute.  That is to be respected.  When it’s not respected, that is what spawned most of the litigation referred
here today.  It matters that the states participate in the way that Congress has directed and they have been
unable to do so for a number of years.”  Restoring that relationship does not mean a lack of interest in the
environment, but rather emphasizing the role the states have in improving the environment, as intended by
Congress.

Senator Edward Markey (D-MA) pressed Pruitt on whether his emphasis on state regulatory primacy
would extend to the rights of states like California and Massachusetts to reduce carbon pollution impacting
global warming, improve the environment, and to reduce dependence on foreign oil.  Pruitt stated that he
would review the application of the necessary waivers and the greenhouse gas standards, but did not want
to commit prior to the outcome of the review.


